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The Central Dogmas
Evolution
• Species evolved due to environmental
pressure

• In competition, fittest would survive (even
though that’s almost a tautology)

• Effects of selective breeding understood at
empirical level
• Mechanism unknown

•

Darwinian Evolution

•

A lot of the ideas from

•

DNA and Genetics

•

Stephen Jay Gould

•

Creationism

•

Richard Dawkins

•

Intelligent Design

•

John Stead

•

Lamarck

•

Andre Longtin

•

Lysenko

•

Burt

•

Rushton

The Central Dogmas:
Genetics
• Genetic information is coded in DNA double
helix

• Passed on by division (creates clones)
• DNA -> messenger RNA -> proteins
(“express” the genes)

• Effects can be switched on and off by other
genes.

• Very few traits are transmitted by single gene

• Very few characteristics are determined by
variation of a single gene
Stolen from John Stead
Albinism
Attached earlobes
Cleft chin

• Many diseases are due to single gene defects, but
these diseases tend to be rare
• Sickle-cell anemia
• Tay-Sachs disease
• Cystic fibrosis
• Xeroderma pigmentosa

Cheek dimples

Face freckles Six fingers/toes

Widow’s peak

• Most characteristics and most common diseases
are determined by the combination of many
genetic and environmental factors
• Intelligence
• Height
• Muscle mass
• Diabetes
• Depression
• Alzheimer's Disease
• A single gene will have very
limited eﬀect

Stolen from John Stead

Stolen from John Stead

Lamarck/Lysenko
• Theory of Acquired characteristics
• Changes forced on an organism in one

generation will be transmitted to the next

• E.g. The killing example

Does it work?

• To produce wheat

capable of growing in
cold temperatures
(crucial to the
development of
Russian agriculture in
the twenties)

• Partly: wheat will be mixture of genetic
types, what is being done is selective
breeding

• Suppress opposition, by executing or exiling

• Take wheat, soak and

the biologists

refrigerate seeds

• Responsible for ? deaths

• grow it in cold climates,
• Take survivors, grow it
in colder climate

What happened to
Lysenko?

• Influence destroyed by physicists Zeldovitch,
Ginsburg and Kaptiza

•

• Essentiall

He is responsible for the shameful backwardness of Soviet biology and of
genetics in particular, for the dissemination of pseudo-scientific views, for
adventurism, for the degradation of learning, and for the defamation, firing,
arrest, even death, of many genuine scientists. Andrei

Sakharov

• Survived in 1970’s since salary paid by Soviet
Academy of Sciences could not be revoked

• Same salary that kept Sakharov alive in Gorki!

“Young Earth” Creationism:
bible is literally true.

But

•E.g., light from M31 (Andromeda nebula)
must have been emitted 6 million years ago

• Naive creationism does not satisfy
constraints of scientific theory

• Cannot be verified
• Cannot be falsified
• Has no predictions
• But to make it consistent with observations,
must violate physical laws

•Either: M31 is much closer than scientists believe
•Or: light was created in transit at the same time as
the earth

•Or: (most ingenious) the speed of light has been
decreasing ever since Creation

•Unfortunately the last one is testable!
•And wrong

Most world religions do
accept evolution
• E.g Pius XII:
• “..the church does not forbid that, in conformity with
the present state of human sciences and sacred
theology, research and discussions...take part with
regard to the doctrine of evolution”

• John Paul
• “..no opposition between evolution and the doctrine
of the faith”

• Creationism is (almost) exclusively believed in by
evangelical Protestants

Intelligent design
• Many biological systems are far

too complicated to have evolved
by random chance

• E.g. Eye requires
Light detector (i.e. Rhodopsin molecules in
retina)

• Light collector (i.e. Lens: note most biological
membranes are not transparent)

• Focussing apparatus (i.e. Muscle round lens)

Does intelligent design make predictions?
Is it testable?
Intelligent design theory predicts:

1. that we will find specified complexity in biology.
One special easily detectable form of specified
complexity is “irreducible complexity”.

2.rapid appearance of complexity in the fossil record
3. re-usage of similar parts in different organisms.
4.function for biological structures.

• Light control apparatus (i.e. Iris)

Climbing Mount Improbable
From Richard Dawkins

“Take only one example: the
eye. Darwin admitted this
defeated him--he could not
see how it evolved from a
simple light-sensitive organ.
I myself can see no
alternative to the hypothesis
that living matter was
designed”

But there are much easier ways
up, that only need small steps!
• Light sensitive

chemicals evolved very
early (think photosynthesis)

• Before a brain!

Squid

• Note how the design changes: even the biochemistry is
different!

• Paradox: not that the
Simple eyespots of
the jellyfish,
Aurelia.

eye is too complicated to have evolved,
but it is so important that it has evolved separately at least 40
times!

• Why didn’t nature recycle the better designs?
• but the eye does not show “irreducible complexity”

Blow-fly

http://cas.bellarmine.edu/tietjen/images/Eyes!.htm

The flip-side
• Evolution of the magneye and electrofeel in humans
• Magnetotactic bacteria: can orientate themselves in local
magnetic field so as to find sediment.

• These are ferrite crystals
• Also (maybe) Homing pigeons
• Honeybees
• Sea turtles
• Dolphins ......

• Create a dipole field;

prey (or mates) produce
distortions in the field

Which allows you to hunt
• Except we never did

develop the magneye or
electrofeel!

• Evolution is a random
process!

The Giraffe
Exceptstory
Steven Jay Gould points out they didn’t
• Usual
giraffe stretching
on hind legs
reach
stretchiest
giraffe stretching
onto
hind
legsleaves,
to reach
leaves,
• Lamarck:
giraffes passed
on passed
acquiredoncharacteristic
stretchiest
giraffes
acquired characteristic

giraffe evolving
from okapi:
chose giraffes
giraffe evolving
fromnatural
okapi:selection
natural selection
chose with
• Darwin:
longest with
necks
giraffes
longest necks

• But Darwin pointed out that the giraffe neck has 7 vertebrae, like
all mammals

• So must have had common evolutionary path,
• Which gives troubles for ID!

The Laryngeal Nerve
• In humans
• Starts in brain
• Loops under aorta
• Goes back up to larynx

• In giraffe
• Starts in brain
• Loops under aorta
• Goes back up to larynx
• 6 metres further than
necessary!

That’s intelligent design?

• What was the New

Scientist on about?

• Darwin’s “tree of Life”
was too simple, and
maybe misleading

• You expect any 150

year-old theory to be
correct in detail?

• The “Tree of Life” is a

metaphor: get over it!

• So do the people who

understand genetics get
it right?

